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Abstract

The production properties of jets inW events have been mea-
sured using

p
s = 1.8 TeVpp collisions at the Fermilab Teva-

tron Collider. Experimental results from several CDF and D0
analyses are compared to leading-order and next-to-leading-order
QCD predictions.
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Introduction

The Fermilab Tevatron Collider has provided a large sample ofW boson events with
hadronic jets from

p
s = 1.8 TeVpp collisions. These data allow a variety of valuable

tests of leading-order (LO) and next-to-leading-order (NLO) QCD. This paper com-
pares measurements inW events to QCD predictions for three different analyses: (1)
production properties ofW + jets events at CDF, (2) measurement of the (W + 1 jet) /
(W + 0 jet) cross section ratio at D0, and (3) color coherence inW events at D0.

1 Production Properties ofW + Jets Events at CDF

This analysis compares the properties of hadronic jets inW events to leading-order
QCD predictions of direct singleW production with added initial and final state ra-
diation. Measurements ofW + �n jet cross sections (n = 1 to 4) and kinematical
distributions are used to test QCD and probe for physics beyond the Standard Model.

Using 108 pb�1 of Run 1A + 1B data at CDF,W� ! e�� candidates are se-
lected from events that pass the online trigger1 by requiring missing transverse energy
6ET > 30 GeV and a clean2 central electron with transverse energyET > 20 GeV. Jets
are clustered using a cone algorithm3 with cone size 0.4 in�-� space. After correcting
for calorimeter non-uniformities, out-of-cone energy, and underlying event contribu-
tions, jets are selected withET > 15 GeV andj�j < 2.4. Of the 51431W ! e�
candidates, 11144 have�1 jets, 2596 have�2 jets, 580 have�3 jets, 126 have�4
jets, and 21 have�5 jets.

TheW boson background is dominated by QCD multijet production in which a jet
fakes an electron and mismeasured jet energies result in large6ET . This background
varies from 3–27% for jet multiplicityn� 0 to 4. Smaller backgrounds fromW ! ��
(with � ! e��),Z ! �� , andZ ! ee total 3% at each jet multiplicity. Contributions
of trueW ! e� decays from Standard Model top production range from 0.1–26% for
n � 0 to 4 and are removed to yield measurements of direct singleW production. Al-
though contributions fromWW andWZ are negligible, a small correction is made for
W events in which the photon is counted as a jet. Jet multiplicities are also corrected
by 3–10% for jets produced in otherpp interactions. The overallW ! e� detection
efficiencies, which are�20% for each jet multiplicity, account for the online trigger,
fiducial and kinematic acceptances, electron ID cuts, and jets that overlap electrons.

W +�n jet cross sections are obtained by measuring ratios of the number of�n to
�0 jet events (corrected for backgrounds and efficiencies), and multiplying by a previ-
ous CDF inclusiveW ! e� cross section measurement of 2490� 120 pb.4 The mea-
sured cross sections are compared to QCD predictions generated using the VECBOS5

Monte Carlo based onW + n parton matrix elements forn = 1 to 4. Initial state
gluon radiation, final state parton fragmentation, and hadronization are included using
the HERWIG6 shower simulation algorithm. HERWIG provides a partial higher-order
correction to the VECBOS tree-level diagrams. Its output, when processed through the
CDF detector simulation, yields jets that are clustered and corrected like jets in the data.

Fig. 1(a) compares the measuredW +�n jet cross sections to QCD predictions cal-
culated using the CTEQ3M7 parton density functions at two different renormalization
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Fig. 1: Cross sections for (a)W + �n jets and
(b)Z +�n jets forn = 0 to 4. The LO QCD pre-
diction bands span the range of renormalization
scales described in the text. The error bars in-
clude both statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties and the lines are exponential fits to the data.
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Fig. 2: (a) Invariant mass (Mjj) and (b) separa-
tion in ��� space (�Rjj) of the two highest-ET

jets inW + �2 jet events. The QCD predic-
tions are normalized to the data. The error bars
include statistical uncertainties and background
subtraction systematics.
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Fig. 3: ET of the (a) first, (b) second, (c) third,
and (d) fourth jets (ordered by decreasingET )
in �1,�2,�3, and�4 jet events, respectively.
The curves represent LO QCD predictions for
Q2 = hpT i

2, normalized to the data. The error
bars include statistical uncertainties and back-
ground subtraction systematics.
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Fig. 4: Distributions of (Data–QCD)/QCD with
Q2 = hpT i

2 for (a) ET1 in W + �1 jet events
and (b)ET2 in W + �2 jet events. The QCD
prediction is normalized to the data to permit a
shape comparison. The error bars include sta-
tistical uncertainties and background subtraction
systematics.



scales:Q2 = M2

W + p2TW of the boson, andQ2 = hpT i2 of the partons. The harder
scale (M2

W + p2TW ) predicts relative cross sections that are smaller in magnitude by a
factor of 1.7 for eachn. The predictions forQ2 = hpT i2 are 1.3 times lower for�1
jets, but exceed the data for�2 to�4 jets. Thus, within the inherent uncertainty of the
LO calculation, the predicted and measuredW + �n jet cross sections agree forn =
2 to 4. Similar behavior is observed in Fig. 1(b) for QCD predictions ofZ ! e+e� +
jets cross sections.8

The QCD predictions are also tested using jet kinematic properties. The invariant
mass (Mjj) and separation (�Rjj) of the two highest-ET jets inW +�2 jet events are
compared to QCD predictions (Q2 = hpT i2) in Fig. 2. The measured and predicted jet
ET spectra for jets 1–4 (ordered by decreasingET ) are shown in Fig. 3. Distributions
of (Data–QCD)/QCD forET1 andET2 are shown in Fig. 4. The plots show that the data
and QCD predictions agree reasonably well, although the high statistics of theW +�1
jet sample reveal the limitation of this QCD approximation for lowET (< 20 GeV)
and highET (> 100 GeV) jets. These regions rely heavily upon the HERWIG partial
higher-order corrections. At lowET , initial state gluon radiation is sometimes hard
enough to replace the parton generated in the LO matrix element. At highET , over
50% of theW + �1 jet data events have�2 jets, which explicitly indicates the need
for higher order corrections to theW + 1 parton calculation.

2 Measurement of the (W + 1 Jet) / (W + 0 Jet) Cross Section Ratio at D0

This analysis measures the ratio ofW + 1 jet toW + 0 jet cross sections (R10) using
W� ! e�� events. Based on a previous D0 study,9 this measurement uses a larger
data sample (78 pb�1) collected during the 1994–95 Tevatron run.

W ! e� candidates are selected from events that pass the D0 online trigger10 by
requiring 6ET > 25 GeV and a high quality central electron withET > 25 GeV. Jets
are identified in these events using a fixed cone algorithm with a radius of 0.7 in�-�
space. A minimum jetET cut (Emin

T ) of 25 GeV yields 2841W + 1 jet candidates and
33511W + 0 jet candidates. Backgrounds from multijet events, the largest source, are
estimated using data to be 6.8% (1.6%) for one (zero) jet events. Smaller backgrounds
from Drell-Yan,Z ! ee, andZ ! �� are estimated using the ISAJET11 Monte Carlo.
After subtracting backgrounds and accounting for electron efficiencies, the final cross
section ratio measurement isR10 = 0.094� 0.004(stat)� 0.008(syst) forEmin

T = 25
GeV. The jet energy scale uncertainty dominates the systematics.

Measurements ofR10 for various values ofEmin
T are shown in Fig. 5, compared to

NLO QCD calculations generated using the DYRAD12 Monte Carlo with renormaliza-
tion scale�2 = M2

W for two different parton density functions (PDFs): MRSA013 and
CTEQ4M.14 The predictions for both PDFs describe the shape of theEmin

T dependence
observed in the data, but are significantly smaller in size. Fig. 6 shows the calculated
values ofR10 (Emin

T = 25 GeV) for both PDFs, refit for several fixed values of�s.
Not only are the predictions consistently less than the experimental measurement, but
they also exhibit little dependence on�s, making an extraction of�s by this method
impossible.
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Fig. 5: Measurement ofR10 as a function of
Emin
T , compared to DYRAD NLO QCD predic-
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Fig. 6: Measurement ofR10 atEmin
T = 25 GeV

compared to smeared DYRAD NLO QCD pre-
dictions (�2 =M2

W ) for two different PDF fam-
ilies, refit for various values of�s. The exper-
imental result is the solid line. Dotted lines in-
dicate the statistical uncertainty, and the shaded
region represents statistical and systematic un-
certainties added in quadrature.

3 Observation of Color Coherence inW Events at D0

In perturbative QCD, color coherence effects arise from the interference of soft gluon
radiation emitted along color-connected partons. This D0 analysis usesW� ! e�� +
jet events to explore initial-to-final state coherence effects inpp interactions by com-
paring the pattern of soft particle flow around the jet to that measured in the direction
of the colorlessW boson.
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Fig. 7: Calorimeter view for the D0 analysis of
color coherence inW ! e� events. Two annuli
(each with inner radiusR = 0.7 and outer radius
R = 1.5) are defined in the directions of theW
and jet.� is defined as arctan(sign(�)��=��).

W ! e� events with jets are selected
using cuts like those of theR10 analy-
sis with two extra requirements: aW
with rapidity y < 0:7, and a jet withj�j
< 0.7 opposite theW (�=2 < �� <
3�=2). Annuli are defined in the direc-
tions of theW and jet in these events (see
Fig. 7), and the number of calorimeter
towersN with ET > 250 MeV is mea-
sured in each annulus as a function of
� = arctan(sign(�)��=��). To improve
statistics, the annuli are folded about the
� symmetry axis into the� range 0–�.
Color coherence effects are expected to produce larger tower multiplicities around the
jet in the “near beam” (� = 0) and “far beam” (� = �) directions. MeasuringNJet=NW

versus� tests this prediction and allows many systematics to cancel in the ratio.



Fig. 8: Tower multiplicity ratioNJet=NW vs.� for W data, compared to PYTHIA using three
different implementations of angular ordering (AO) and fragmentation. Detector effects are sim-
ulated in the predictions. All distributions are normalized to unity to permit shape comparisons.

TheW data are compared to QCD predictions generated using PYTHIA v5.7.15

PYTHIA incorporates color coherence effects using angular ordering and string frag-
mentation, each of which can be turned on independently. Fig. 8 compares the mea-
sured ratioNJet=NW vs.� to PYTHIA for three different implementations of angular
ordering and fragmentation. The high level of agreement between data and PYTHIA
when coherence effects are turned on supports the observation of color coherence in
theW data.

Summary

Properties of jets inW events have been compared to QCD predictions in several anal-
yses at the Fermilab Tevatron. CDF has observed good agreement between data and
LO QCD in measurements ofW + �n jet cross sections and jet properties, although
the large statistics of theW sample reveal the need for higher-order corrections to the
W + 1 parton calculation. D0 has observed color coherence as predicted by QCD;
however, a measurement of the (W + 1 jet) / (W + 0 jet) cross section ratio reveals a
large discrepancy between the data and theoretical predictions.
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